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You can download chart data and add-in content from the
depthfinder's built-in 2-way ANT+ radio. I also used BlueChart

Mobile with Garmin StreetPilot, which allows you to upload,
manage and share your own waypoints, routes, trails, courses,

waypoints and track. These features are dependent on your
Garmin device and the app. Both Garmin apps are compatible

with tablets and smartphones running iOS 8.1 or above, Android
5.0 or above and the Windows platform (8 or higher). BlueChart
Mobile can also be used with older iOS devices by downloading

iOS 6 or later. I found that it is possible to get most of the
features of BlueChart Mobile by downloading Garmin StreetPilot
(i.e., via the Marine & Boating section of the App Store) but that
the features depend on the device that you are using. I found
that the 8-inch iPad has the most scrolling and zooming of the
devices I tried. While I have experience with Garmin's Garmin
StreetPilot, I've never used BlueChart Mobile. While the Apple
software performs well on the iPad Air 2, I have to wonder how
it would perform on a third- or fourth-generation iPad. Getting

the best performance is partly a matter of determining whether
you're using the mobile or the app version of StreetPilot and
which apps you're using. Transfer your data to a compatible

Garmin device via BlueChart on Navigator or Explore: Transfer
data from the device to your compatible computer over the
Garmin Services. Bluetooth connection with Explorer Marine

required. Bluetooth connection with Navigator Marine not
required. You can also use your compatible device to transfer

your data to a compatible Garmin device. Connect it to your PC
with a USB cable, and it will auto-detect a compatible Garmin
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device and automatically transfer route information.
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On the Garmin side, theres BaseCamp for users with a PC and
the Garmin Pilot software. It handles base maps, dynamic

charts and more. BaseCamp is available for Mac, Windows,
Linux and iOS users. With BaseCamp you can import entire

BasecampTM cartographies at once. Navigation information and
keypoints are displayed on the charts and can be manually

added to a chart by you. BaseCamp does not contain any of the
downloaded charts supplied with this software. BaseCamp is

intended to be used with a Garmin GPS that can be
programmed to a serial or USB port. In case your chart plotter

came preloaded with BlueChart G3 charts, you can update
them online or visit a Garmin dealer to buy the update on a
card. Update cards are available for selected GPSMAP and

echoMAP ranges, and these generally cost around 50% of the
cost of the equivalent new charts. There are many situations

where it may be desirable to install additional maps to a Garmin
GPS. Mapsource should only be used when working with a
outdoor handhelds that uses a serial port connection to a

computer. Newer handhelds that use a USB computer
connection should use BaseCamp. Garmin BlueChart g3 Vision
Australia and New Zealand charts are available in two sizes;

Regular and Large (the larger the chart, the more land/coast is
included in the coverage). Click HERE for more information on

'Regular' or HERE for more information on 'Large'. To update via
WiFi using Garmin Connect Mobile, an internet connection is

required. The mobile application can be downloaded from the
Appstore for iPhone or Droid. To update via serial cable, you

need to be connected to a device that can be updated via serial
cable, and a Garmin USB serial cable is required to connect the
computer to the device. A serial cable costs approximately $35

in the US, Canada and Australia 5ec8ef588b
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